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Abstract

Research in the field of public administration has changed

and advanced significantly in recent years. These advance-

ments concern both how we engage in research—such as the

methods we apply, the interdisciplinary nature of the theo-

ries we use, and the research questions we ask. Increasingly,

we are witnessing a shift in public-sector values away from

efficiency and effectiveness and toward a paradigm that

highlights equity. In this article, we reflect on these changes

from our position as editors-in-chief of some of the leading

journals in the field. In addition to describing the progress of

this discipline, we explore emerging windows of opportunity

for new research. One such window is research on ways to

incorporate interdisciplinary perspectives and methods. We

also see the need for work in such areas as social equity,

comparative administration, artificial intelligence, and climate

change. Finally, we argue for a more proactive approach in

disseminating research to those involved in the day-to-day

decision-making processes of public organizations.

1 | INTRODUCTION

The role of public administration emerged with the development of the first formal governments. In ancient Egypt,

pharaohs deployed servants to do their bidding and tax collectors to find and manage the flow of resources

(El Baradei, 2021; Ferlie et al., 2005). The first concerted effort to improve public management practices occurred in
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China during the second century BC. Despite these ancient origins, however, the modern study of public administra-

tion did not begin until the early days of the 20th century. In the United Kingdom, it started with the creation of the

Royal Institute of Public Administration in 1922 and its journal, Public Administration (McDonald, 2021; Nottage &

Stack, 1972). In the United States, origins included Hull House in Chicago and the establishment of the New York

Bureau of Municipal Research (Stivers, 2000). In Australia, much inspiration for public administration came from the

experiences of the United Kingdom and the United States, leading to the development of local chapters of the Royal

Institute of Public Administration and the founding of the Australian Journal of Public Administration in 1937

(Chapman, 1987; Remington, 1961). And in the Netherlands, it arose following World War II as activity in the social

sciences exploded and researchers shifted from focusing on public law toward incorporating a multidisciplinary per-

spective (Kickert & Toonen, 2006).

Since these origins, the field of public administration has had no shortage of explorations of what we are and what

we should become. But, as Dubnick (2018) noted, many of these explorations have resulted from an identity crisis in the

field. These include the debate between Simon and Waldo over whether the field is an art or a science (Dubnick, 2018),

the Minnowbrook conferences with their establishment of new forms of public administration (O'Leary et al., 2010), and

the Blacksburg Manifesto's appreciation for bureaucracy and its role in solving social issues (Waldo, 1991). Despite the

richness of these discourses, the debate has generally been dominated by US scholars, and public administration has

been defined in the image of Anglo-American traditions (Drechsler, 2015; O'Flynn, 2021, 2022).

Given that more concerted efforts to explore the field and determine its direction have been conducted, such as

those mentioned in the previous paragraph, why are we engaging in this conversation now? First, we believe it is timely

to do so as we celebrate the centennial of Public Administration, the longest-running English-language, academic journal

dedicated to the advancement of public administration research. Moreover, the world around us has changed consider-

ably over the past 2 years, and we must change with it (AlMazrouei, 2021; O'Flynn, 2021). Who we are as a discipline

and what we contribute to the societies around us is constantly shifting, often for the better. No matter what the particu-

lars happen to be, there is a gradual erosion of what was, replaced by what will be. This is true with regard to any social

or economic issue. Even the big-picture conceptual understanding of change itself has changed incrementally, with formal

factors giving way to informal ones. To this end, public service must follow a learning curve to keep up and adapt. Public

administration, as a field, is open to considerable transformation (O'Flynn, 2022).

The most crucial question is not how the environment around us has changed but how we can anticipate, pre-

pare for, and address it. As editors of some of the leading journals in the field, we believe we are in a unique position

to provide insight in discussions of the status of the field and its direction. As editors, we are stewards of the journals

we serve and their history, but we are also archivists of the discipline. We engage with cutting-edge research from

around the world on a daily basis, toiling over decisions about which manuscripts to publish in our limited number of

pages. This experience places us in a unique position to see where the field has come from, predict where it will be

going, and help direct it down fruitful paths.

In this article, we have come together to reflect on the current state of public administration research amid our

rapidly changing, pandemic-scarred world. We have seen the significant strides that the field has taken over the past

couple decades. These advancements concern both how we engage in research—such as the methods we apply, the

interdisciplinary nature of the theories we use, and the research questions we ask. We also see windows of opportu-

nity for research in public administration to make a substantive, recognizable contribution toward solving many of

the problems we face as a society. We hope to encourage and support those who engage with these opportunities.

2 | ADVANCEMENTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Any discussion about the future of the field must begin by considering where we are now and where we have come

from. One area of growth concerns our methodological grounding. Historically, public administration has ignored

technical matters of methodology, relying instead on other disciplines for their methodological tools
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(DeLorenzo, 2000; Groeneveld et al., 2015; Perry & Kraemer, 1986). This tendency has presented a challenge, as the

disciplines from which we have borrowed our methodological approaches are interested in different kinds of

research questions, framed by their own conceptual frameworks, which are not always shared among public adminis-

tration scholars. The methods they adopt and develop have been driven by their own issues (Gill & Meier, 2000).

This concern regarding methodological co-optation by the field of public administration has been exacerbated by dis-

comfort about the quality of statistical training our graduates received, which was often based on simple descriptive

analysis (Wang, 1999). In many ways, this approach limited the field's ability to grow and attenuated the impact of

our research on public administration practice.

Since Gill and Meier's (2000) call for action, the field has responded with force. The statistical training contained

in graduate programs in many countries has progressed, and with it, so has our methodological rigor (Overton &

Kleinschmit, 2021; Smith & Martinez-Moyano, 2012). Whereas much of our quantitative research used to be based

on descriptive statistics or ordinary least squares (OLS) multivariate regression (Pitts & Fernandez, 2009), Groeneveld

et al. (2015) demonstrated a change in the research methodologies of our publications, with a significant shift from

qualitative to quantitative work occurring around 2007. Examples of these developments include the use of event

history analysis to understand policy adoption (Berry & Berry, 1990), synthetic control models to understand policy

structure (Ross, 2018), network analysis to understand street-level bureaucracy and decision making (Arnold, 2021),

and advanced data analytics to understand external communication strategies (Jungblut & Jungblut, 2021). As a side

effect, these methodological developments have given us new approaches that reflect different perspectives on the

measurement of concepts and ideas that underlie the discipline.

We have also seen a significant increase in experimentation within the discipline to conduct new research

(Battaglio et al., 2019) and test old theories (Sievert, 2021). As noted above, in the United States, the field of public

administration has its roots in the establishment of the New York Bureau of Municipal Research (Stivers, 2000). Cen-

tral to the Bureau's methodology were the principles of scientific management, which argued that experiments could

be conducted to find the ideal process for a task. Despite this origin, incorporating experimentation into public

administration research was once considered impractical (Margetts, 2011). However, Bozeman (1992) challenged

this perspective, arguing that public administration scholars were simply not interested in experimental techniques.

The attention to experiments within the field began to grow in 2010, with what Li and Van Ryzin (2017) described

as the first wave of experimental public administration (see also Morton & Williams, 2010). The establishment of the

Journal of Behavioral Public Administration in 2018 and the publication of James et al.'s (2017) text have helped to

push experimentation into the mainstream.

Alongside the advancement of our statistical methods and the incorporation of experimental and behavioral

approaches into the field, we have seen a movement toward methodological pluralism (Ospina et al., 2018), or the

use of more than one type of method in a single piece of research (Schwartz-Shea, 2021). By incorporating qualita-

tive and quantitative data into a single research study, scholars can better triangulate the data that underscore a

relationship of interest. For public administration, the rise in methodological pluralism, or what some call a mixed-

methods approach, is incredibly important (Mele & Belardinelli, 2019). Many of the challenges that our field and pub-

lic organizations face do not have ready-made data. By triangulating across methods, scholars have increased the

applicability of the research conducted in the field. The rigor of quantitative analysis coupled with the detail of quali-

tative data provides conceptual richness that can only benefit our knowledge and understanding. Evidence of this

can be seen in the early days of the pandemic. In response to the spread of COVID-19, scholars across the field

responded by bringing multiple sources of data and methods together to support rapid response (Deslatte

et al., 2020; Palumbo, 2020; Wilkins et al., 2021; Yaghi, 2021; Young et al., 2019).

Along with these technical developments, we have also seen public administration scholars work toward more

inclusive research approaches. Examples have included coproduction of research with public service users and

communities (Durose et al., 2021) and the development of research designs and methods that demand inclusion of

people with disabilities as researchers, rather than only as the subjects of research (Warr et al., 2017). At the same

time, calls for indigenous research sovereignty in public administration have grown, questioning long-held
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methodological approaches, identifying injustices of Western research, and calling for transformative change

(Williams et al., 2020). The broadening movement for indigenous data sovereignty will reshape public administration

research in the future (Sporle et al., 2020). Such developments are about recalibrating power and about groups that

have been “studied to death” reclaiming agency in research (Walmark, 2010).

In addition to our methodological growth, the field has also grown in its openness to interdisciplinarity. As noted

in the “Introduction,” public administration as a discipline originated in various ways in different countries, emerging

out of such fields as political science, economics, accounting, law, management, and social work. For much of the

field's history, this interdisciplinary nature has created something of an identity crisis that has left us wondering who

we are, where we come from, and what we should do (Dubnick, 2018; Mainzer, 1994; McDonald, 2018;

Raadschelders, 2011; Ricucci, 2010). However, despite our past struggles, we have seen the field begin to embrace

an interdisciplinary future (Uwizeyimana & Basheka, 2017; Wright, 2011). This embrace has come through the incor-

poration of interdisciplinary perspectives into our theories and methods (Collie et al., 2021; Raadschelders, 2011),

through welcoming those from other disciplines into the field as colleagues, coauthors, and contributors to our litera-

ture (Aviv et al., 2021), and through how and what we teach our students (Manoharan et al., 2020). The embrace has

also been extended to practitioners in a new way, welcoming the contributions of public administrators and individ-

uals from the private sector (Himmelreich & Cohen, 2021). More recently, this interdisciplinarity has been anchored

to more problem-driven approaches such as integrative governance (Carboni et al., 2019) and is seen as a means of

addressing some of our most pressing and complex societal problems (O'Flynn, 2021).

Thanks to these developments, we have reached the point where comparative work increasingly populates our

literature. We believe that comparative work is essential, because the trials of one community are likely to be similar

to those of another. Comparative studies in public administration allow us to learn from the experiences of others

and improve outcomes for everyone. They also shine a light on the distinctive contextual factors that shape public

administration in specific places (Poole et al., 2021) or for particular groups (Blessett et al., 2019).

Despite its potential benefits, the increased focus on comparative work needs to remain open to the unique

aspects and characteristics of people and places. We believe that the emergent problems of the day have revealed

gaps in the relevance of particular issues when looking across contexts. The concepts discussed in the literature may

be the same, but the language used to describe them or apply them may differ. As the field has taken on a new inter-

national dimension due to the pandemic and its introduction of virtual communities, we have seen some progress in

addressing this challenge. However, further opportunities exist to add clarity to theories of a comparative nature.

Just as remaining open to the uniqueness of people and places is integral to learning, the rapid pace of societal

change also compels us to be much more attentive to the impact of time (2008). As cultures, values, and social, politi-

cal, economic, or technological factors evolve more easily, when we measure something also becomes a defining

characteristic.

Public administration and policy are at the center of a wave of intensive attention and participation. Prior litera-

ture has explored opportunities for public participation (Fung, 2015; Handley & Howell-Moroney, 2010), citizen

engagement (Cooper, 2005), coproduction (Bovaird et al., 2021), and participatory and e-government (MacLean &

Titah, 2021). However, the transition from government to governance—that is, less concern with formal structure

and greater focus on informal approaches to overcoming barriers and solving problems—has quickly moved the liter-

ature in a new direction. A preponderance of new research has examined examples of governance in action, the con-

ditions under which it emerged (Angst et al., 2021; Letki & Steen, 2021; Mullin, 2021), and the effects of this new

approach to doing things (Brunjes, 2021; Douglas & Ansell, 2021; Siciliano et al., 2021), which has been described as

“reduced boundary governance” (Hall & Battaglio, 2018, p. 500). In addition, many studies have explored networks,

partnerships, collaborations, coproduction, and other nontraditional ways of achieving public goals and strategically

creating public value (Moore, 1995).

Moreover, governments are increasingly engaged in the manipulation of public opinion, with careful framing and

messaging through social media. In recent years, the public has become increasingly polarized and politicized around

key issues. Kincaid and Leckrone (2021) indicated that political affiliation now trumps policy, as decision makers (and
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their followers) leap on the party bandwagon to the detriment of common-sense policy choices designed to benefit

all. We could say that policy is now designed to reward the victor in the most recent election in a winner-take-all

fashion. This hyperpoliticization (Hall & Battaglio, 2020) strains the policymaking apparatus and leads to increased

vocalization of discontent. Furthermore, advances in technology and artificial intelligence give us new reasons to be

concerned about the algorithmization of government (Dickinson, 2018; Dickinson & Yates, 2021).

The political orientation of individuals' policy preferences has pitted governments against each other. Thirty or

so years ago, the rise of the evidence movement had matured to a point where policy discourse seemed to be satu-

rated with evidence. Reliance on evidence in policymaking and implementation is based on the premise that proac-

tive accountability will lead to stronger performance (Poister et al., 2014). In fact, evidence has become ingrained in

some agency cultures, predisposing them to approach matters from a more scientific perspective (Hall & Van

Ryzin, 2019). However, recent criticism suggests that the evidence-based everything (EBE) movement has come full

circle. Policymakers now use evidence selectively to support preordained approaches and manipulate public support

(Hall, 2021). The importance of evidence is heightened as varied levels of government call on it to justify their policy

choices and sway public opinion; moreover, evidence challenges dominate and sustain the increasing conflict among

governments.

3 | DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

Although public administration has come a long way, much work remains to be done. The roots of public administra-

tion continue to draw from several fertile disciplines, providing incredible richness for the future research agenda.

Any botanist knows that the quality of the fruit depends on the roots—how well established they are and whether

they have access to the nutrients necessary for the plant to thrive. Similarly, our literature will bear fruit according to

its foundation, but the fittest vines sometimes survive by extending in ways they have not done previously.

As we begin to think about directions for future study, we must acknowledge that the field still needs to become

more inclusive and therefore more reflective of the diversity of public administrations (Berry-James et al., 2021). We

also need to reckon with the past, including the role public administration has played in creating and perpetuating

injustice and oppression (Carboni & Nabatchi, 2019). For some, public administration is at a critical inflection

point and there is a need to address these issues, particularly if it is to develop into a more inclusive and multicultural

field (Drechsler, 2015; O'Flynn, 2021; Young & Wiley, 2021). For some this entails recognizing the range of traditions

and histories that have shaped public administration, moving far beyond the Anglo-American concessions

(Drechsler, 2015; Haque, 2019) and encompassing a greater diversity of values and worldviews (Althaus, 2020;

McCandless et al., 2022; Milroy, 2019; Ugyel, 2016). The end result of such initiatives would be a stronger multicul-

tural aspect of public administration (Drechsler, 2019). Others, meanwhile, push for more fundamental change

through the decolonization of the field. This includes a rejection of Western hegemony, a centering of local knowl-

edge and values, and resistance to any notion of a universal public-service perspective or ethos (Erasmus, 2020;

Matsiliza, 2020; Pete et al., 2013; Stout, 2018). In this contested context, we will see fundamentally different visions

and versions of public administration emerge, but the issues demand deep and sustained attention.

As the foundations of public administration are questioned and transformed, we continue to confront an intensi-

fying set of complex challenges across the world. As governments seek to make sense of and respond to these chal-

lenges, public administration is critical. From climate change to forced migration, from the rise of new social

movements to rising inequality, from shifting geopolitical power bases to rising populism, the sense that we are living

in an increasingly turbulent world will push public administration research into new and exciting areas. Without the

benefit of a comparative base, that research may often produce results that appear to be in conflict. In any case,

research on these themes will deepen and broaden as what we think about as the critical issues in public administra-

tion undergoes rapid transformation. For example, Berry-James et al. (2021) recently called for a renewed focus on

equity issues, building on the growing need to reckon with the role of public administration itself in producing
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oppression and marginalization in many parts of the world (Alexander & Stivers, 2010; Blessett et al., 2019; Carboni

& Nabatchi, 2019; McCandless et al., 2022). The global pandemic, having intensified inequities both within and

between nations, is catalyzing considerable attention here.

We believe that it is not enough to embrace diversity, equity, and inclusion within the field. Rather, we must

embrace social equity within all aspects of our research. This includes the incorporation of social equity perspectives

and equity-related research questions in all subfields of the discipline. In public budgeting and finance, for example,

researchers can explore the inclusion of social equity in budgeting processes and the relationship between fiscal

health and equity disparities (McDonald & McCandless, 2021; Rubin & Bartle, 2021). In public procurement, research

should consider ways to incorporate minority and diverse populations among those who apply for and receive gov-

ernment grants. In performance management, an equity emphasis requires attention to the “breakout data” that

reveal how program impacts vary across demographics. And in public management, experiments can be conducted

to understand what methods of citizen engagement produce the most equitable outcomes and how those methods

can be better supported. All these concerns share a central need within social equity research: how to measure the

level of equity. We encourage research that helps us understand and expand social equity, but improved measure-

ments of equity within a community are particularly important to advance research in this area.

As the scale, scope, and complexity of challenges confronting governments and societies intensify, some have

questioned whether public administration scholars are up to the task of addressing them. The field, Nabatchi and

Carboni (2018) argued, has seemed “reluctant (and perhaps incapable) of responding in a meaningful way” to the pleth-

ora of challenges confronting us. This concern has been reiterated as public organizations have struggled to respond to

the COVID-19 pandemic (Ansell, Sorensen, & Torfing, 2020). One way to address this challenge is to reorient ourselves

toward a more problem-focused and interdisciplinary approach, which Carboni et al. (2019) have termed integrative

governance. In a similar vein, others have advocated for a shift away from focusing on “big questions” to “big chal-

lenges” so that we can better confront these complex questions (Gerton & Mitchell, 2019; O'Flynn, 2021). Such a reor-

ientation would draw out more of a problem-focused approach and would build on the inherently interdisciplinary

nature of public administration. A problem focus in our research mirrors a broader movement, reflected for example in

Mazzucato's (2021) focus on missions and moonshots and Noveck's (2021) calls for better problem solving in govern-

ment. Adopting a challenge-based focus can help us draw together expertise in a more concerted way and could moti-

vate larger-scale global collaborations.

Another way to address such challenges is to look for success stories and to explore the “bright side” of public admin-

istration. Recently, an international group of public administration scholars, drawing inspiration from Elinor Ostrom, called

for the development of a positive public administration that would focus on successes and on understanding how and why

things work in practice (Douglas et al., 2021). Their manifesto criticizes the seemingly built-in negative bias in the field and

encourages attention to success stories so as to broaden our understanding beyond crises, hollowing out, and failure.

On the technological frontier, the rapid development of technology has led to an interest in how these new tools

can improve public services and the administrative process (De Vries, Bekkers, & Tummers, 2016). Artificial intelli-

gence, robots, algorithms, big data, machine learning, and digitization are coming together to form an increasingly

complex environment. In response, we expect an explosion of work exploring the practical, political, and ethical

aspects and dimensions of the growing reliance on increasingly sophisticated sets of technologies to solve problems

and serve citizens. While some aspects of the public sector have embraced the new frontier head-on, others have

seen it as a challenge. Some governments, for example, have begun using social media as an engagement tool

(Schmidthuber et al., 2021) and some have begun using data analytics to improve their decision making (Coulthart &

Riccucci, 2021), but others have lagged in the use of technological advancements within public administration

(Mergel et al., 2016). As this area continues to grow, we would encourage research into how emerging technologies

can improve public-sector outcomes. For instance, one important topic to address is how to incorporate artificial

intelligence and data analytics into the decision-making process, such as in hiring decisions or in the development of

forecasts of future resources and/or needs. We would be remiss if we also did not encourage work concerning the

ethical and control considerations related to technology use. Although technology might improve outcomes
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statistically, it might also pose risks to democratic governance and social equity, among others, that need to be better

understood.

On the human frontier, research will continue to explore many of the important themes that have sustained pub-

lic administration—such as leadership, motivation, and talent management. However, we can expect an expanded

examination of or, in some cases, a return to values and perspectives that shape not just the people management

issues of public administration but also broader notions of the role and posture of government. An emerging theme

of humility promises fascinating research into the future. This theme is present in approaches that call out the “lies”
we routinely tell ourselves through our obsession with measurement, incentives, and targets (Lowe, 2021), as well as

our “delusions of confidence” caused by a quest for rationality, order, and knowing (Barrett et al., 2021). The notion

of humble government may draw together some of these emergent strands and encourage a growth in analyses of

the tensions and opportunities that result when we are willing to acknowledge that we do not know everything or

have all the answers (Heinonen, 2021). The effect of this philosophical transition could connect to rich strands of

public administration work, from coproduction and experimental design to an acknowledgment of different knowl-

edge systems and a shift in power to citizens and communities.

Relatedly, a return to empathy will shape future research. Study by Brainard (2021), Edlins (2021), and Sullivan (2017),

for example, has emphasized the importance of empathy in public administration and how relationality can refocus the

work of government onto serving people. More human and relational approaches to public administration will continue

to develop. As researchers grapple with these concepts, we encourage their interdisciplinary exploration, as well as the

consideration of international and comparative perspectives. The human frontier of public administration extends beyond

a single demographic and should be captured appropriately. This imperative calls for the development of indices and mea-

surement systems, as well as methodological approaches, that reflect a diverse, global community.

4 | CONNECTING WITH PRACTICE

As we reflect on the status and future of public administration research, we would be remiss if we did not acknowl-

edge one concern. In its intellectual roots, public administration was concerned with the practice of administration

(Farrell et al., 2021; Stivers, 2000). As we acknowledged previously, we are excited to see the field move toward

becoming a science. We support and encourage this move. However, we believe consideration should be given

toward the implications pertaining to practitioner engagement (Schowerer et al., 2022). This issue has two important

components: selecting research topics that are of use and interest to public administrators, and ensuring that the

research we produce is accessible. Both matters present concerns for the growth and development of the field. Our

ability to remain relevant and have a significant impact on the management of governments and nonprofits around

us is closely tied to our ability to connect to the practice of public administration.

Public administration is not alone in this concern. Fields with licensure requirements have a built-in connection

to practice through their obligatory continuing education. At some point, all fields without professional accreditation

or licensure experience the consequence of disengagement from practice that comes with scientific advancement

(McDonald, 2010). The challenge we have to address so as to survive and prosper as a field is how to maintain the

scientific rigor of our research while also speaking plainly enough for our practitioner community to benefit.

The first step in this direction is to reconsider what topics we explore. As researchers, we seek to advance theoretical

and empirical understanding, but this should be matched with choosing areas of focus that meet the needs of practi-

tioners. The responsibility for an improved focus on research with meaningful application to practitioners does not rest

solely on the shoulders of researchers, but also on the shoulders of journals and their editors. Articles written with practi-

tioners in mind may be more widely read, but they are less likely to be cited. Conversely, whereas a highly scientific paper

may get an author additional citations, a paper that also speaks to practice may have greater potential to make a meaning-

ful contribution to the communities around us. We do not mean to imply that we should abandon the publication of

highly scientific articles, but we should also increase our attention to publishing material that is salient to practice.
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Perhaps the greatest barrier to public engagement is the cost of access. Most journal articles in the field are

available only for purchase or through journal subscriptions. Given the limited resources available to public organiza-

tions, accessing an article that may or may not have the information one needs is cost-prohibitive. We have been

excited to see a new generation of open-access journals enter the field in recent years, but the time and cost of pro-

ducing a reputable open-access journal is not insignificant, raising questions about the longevity of the model. We

believe that a sustainable model of open-access research within public administration should follow what has been

done in the physical sciences: the costs of open-access publishing can be built into the grants used to support the

work. Furthermore, publishing agreements between universities, associations, and publishers can be more vigorously

pursued as a way to enable articles to be published in an open-access venue without the authors bearing the costs.

The four of us do not all view this concern regarding practitioner engagement in the same way. Some of the

journals we edit (Australian Journal of Public Administration, Journal of Public Affairs Education, and Public Administra-

tion Review) have a direct connection to practice as part of their mission. The other journals (International Journal of

Public Sector Management and Public Administration) focus more heavily on publishing scientific research, leaving pub-

lic engagement to be covered through faculty members' classroom teaching and service engagements. This differ-

ence in journal mission reflects the choice we must make in our research: do we focus on the practice of public

administration or the pure science of the field?

One possible solution would be to develop a secondary market for research. Outlets such as Government Finance

Review and Public Management provide opportunities for producing practitioner-friendly versions of the research

published in our journals. Media outlets such as The Conversation help faculty disseminate their research in a usable

format. These opportunities have been embraced by some within the field, but not as often as they could

be. Although we do not propose to create such an answer ourselves, this solution could be manifested through the

creation of a one-stop-shop blog focused solely on publishing posts that translate research articles from our journals

into user-friendly versions for practitioners. This arrangement would allow the journals to continue to concentrate

on publishing rigorous scientific research while also providing a connection back to practice.

5 | CONCLUSION

The field of public administration has made significant progress in the last several decades. This progress has come in

both the types of questions we seek to answer and how we answer those questions. Through this progress, we have

embraced the notion of public administration as a science. As editors, we are excited to see the field's advancement

and enjoy being able to facilitate the dialog that the research creates. We have seen changes in how scholars work on

papers, moving from the silos of our offices to networks and communities across universities and countries. We have

seen the incorporation of interdisciplinary perspectives and engagement with international and comparative work. And

we have seen the development of new research methods to help us tackle the challenging questions we face.

Through our roles, we can see the vastness of research being conducted in the field and understand how it con-

nects together. We thus have a unique vantage point from which to understand the emerging windows of opportu-

nity for new research. In this article, we have reflected on the changes we have seen in the field, paying particular

attention to these opportunities. The challenges we face as a society are large, and public organizations need to be

prepared to address them head-on. Areas where work is sorely needed include climate change, social equity, technol-

ogy and data science, migration, governmental capacity, and rural and nonmetropolitan administration. But we also

need a more targeted focus on research into how areas overlap. For instance, the impact of climate change has enor-

mous implications for social equity, and the use of technology and data science can substantially influence a govern-

ment's capacity. We hope we can inspire scholars to engage enthusiastically with these opportunities.
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